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Collectors of Indochinese postal history encounter many varieties of
military cachets. Often, military letters were sent at reduced rates or even
post-free. At first glance, this picture postcard appears to be one of those
military items. However, upon closer inspection, the two blue cachets
reveal that it was sent through police channels. The circular cachet
translates as “Indochina Police, Cambodian Criminal Investigative
Service, Ream Station.”

The oval cachet has similar wording around the perimeter, but the
center inscription is not clear. Nonetheless, the very center appears open
for entering the date. In this case, the space is filled with “27-2-28.” Based on the ink and the
handwriting, all the written information appears to have been done by the same person. Among the military,
only the Far East Naval Forces had free mail privileges at this time.

Have readers seen similar items from other police organizations in Indochina? ∞
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Editor/ Executive Secretary’s Report
It is notable that this is the 150th edition of the Indo-China Philatelist. The journal has been published
more or less continuously since 1971. An index for the twentieth century is included with this issue.
Success in the future depends on maintaining the high level of involvement of the membership through
their contributions to this publication.
Speaking of going to extreme lengths to develop a story for ICP, be sure to check out in this issue the
article on the Wedding Ceremony in Vietnam. Best wishes from all in the SICP community to Mr. and
Mrs. Cartafalsa.
Included with this journal is an annual dues reminder along with a ballot for the election of officers.
Please return both to me by 31 December with you dues. Also, Norm Davis is putting together an auction
for the new year. To be included, get your lots to him soon .
For the record, the inspiration for the new ICP masthead is shown here. Andrew Crenshaw has put
several versions of the society’s name in the same style on the SICP web site so that you can download it
and digitally paste into your personal stationery.

A returning member to our society is:
745

André Roland
42/52 rue de l’Aqueduc
Paris 75010 France

Indochina, World War II Vichy issues
Japan
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In Search of Information
Query 01-02 Response: Philippe Drillien writes that the labels depicted in ICP 146 are not Frama
labels, but simply “sticker stamps.” A discussion of these issues is presented in Philao No 45, JulyAugust 2001. Philippe, who is always recruiting those interested in Laotian philately, can be reached at
Collège Les Dîmes, 71290 Cuisery, France or Philippedrillien@yahoo.com.
Query 01-07: The 1929 cover pictured here has an “URGENT” label (black letters on red
background). Is this an official postal service label or purely a private label?

Query 01-08: Illustrated here is possibly scarce ship mail marking, which reads “DEN BANG
DUONG THUY BO/ARRIVED BY SURFACE MAIL.” It was applied in black ink on a USSR postal
stationery envelope.

A postal history collector in Saigon told Joe Cartafalsa that mail arriving by ship had this marking
applied. But in three months looking at covers in Vietnam, he never found another. The item was mailed
on 17 June 1996 and has a Saigon machine cancel on the reverse dated 21 September1996 (about three
months in transit). Anyone ever see similar markings?
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In Search of Information
Query 01-09: Joe also asks, “What is this Cambodian
revenue stamp seen on documents from the 1980s and 1990s?”
He was told in Vietnam that these were Vietnamese-produced and
were for use after Vietnam’s invasion of Cambodia. Some call
them “Vietnamese Occupation Revenues for Cambodia.”
Anyone have information on these?
∞

Recent Auction Results
Jack Dykhouse sends results from the 19 June 2001 H. R. Harmer sale of 1,465 bulging albums
assembled by the late Dr. Hayden Keech. Prices realized are noted at the right.
618 CAMBODIA: 1951 to 1976, issues very nearly complete on annotated pages in 3
Specialty albums in carton, n.h. or l.h., incl. Souvenir sheets, Semis, Airs, Postage Due, also
significant portion incl. blocks of 4, imperfs in issued colors from #1, many sheet margin or
$3,000
corner imperfs, Die proofs die sunk on card, some pencil signed, Épreuves de luxe incl. scarce
+ 15%
early collective types, imperf sheetlets of 4, cacheted FDCs, generally very fine. A splendid
array worth careful inspection
Est. Cash Value $2,500-3,000
619 LAOS: 1951 to 1982, coll. of many hundred on annotated pages in 4 Specialty albums in
carton, vast majority n.h., issues nearly complete including Souvenir sheets, Semis, Airs,
Postage Due, also incl. blocks of 4, corner date and gutter blocks (some imperf), imperf singles
in issued and trial colors, imperf miniature sheets of 2 and 4, Épreuves de luxe, ovptd.
SPECIMEN, etc., some faults but generally fine to very fine
Est. Cash Value $1,000-1,500

$2,600
+ 15%

620 NORTH VIET NAM: 1955 to 1968, collection of several hundred mostly different in
$2,800
Specialty album, apparently n.h., including many sets with dupl. and imperf, Souvenir sheets,
+ 15%
blocks of 4, Airs, several scarcer sets, generally fine to very fine.
Est. Cash Value $500-750
621VIET NAM AND SOUTH VIET NAM: 1951 to 1975, coll. of a few thousand on
annotated pages in 4 Specialty albums in carton, vast majority n.h., balance l.h. or o.g., some
used, issues nearly complete including Souvenir sheets, Semis, Airs, Postage Due, plus blocks
of 4, imperfs in issued and trial colors incl. blocks and strips, overprinted. or handstamped
SPECIMEN, Die proofs die sunk on card, Épreuves de luxe incl. unpunched on card,
180x95mm (few later gummed) 77 different in sets, collective types, ptg. vars. incl #51
overprinted diagonally and omitted on some (ex Diem coll. and purportedly unique), #54 bar
vars. incl. 2, 3, 4, with and without and misplaced, Semis with Red Cross and Soldiers booklets,
Postage Due imperfs incl. blocks, few with colors omitted but all with value, covers, etc.,
generally fine to very fine. A fabulous array requiring careful inspection Est. Cash Value
$4,000-5,000

$9,000
+ 15%

622 1951 to 1970s, a similar coll. in 4 Specialty albums in carton, apparently n.h., somewhat
smaller than previous lots, but still significant representations of Cambodia, Laos, Viet Nam,
incl. many imperfs, Épreuves de luxe, handstamped SPECIMEN, imperf, trial color plate
proofs, Souvenir sheets, blks of 4, Airs, etc., some faults though generally very fine. Est. Cash
Value $1,500-2,000

$2,200
+ 15%
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Recent Auction Results
From the 2 September 2001 Matthew Bennett auction conducted in connection with BALPEX in
Baltimore, Maryland:
329. French-Indochina-Tonkin Military Post Cover Collection, an exceptionally wellorganized and annotated (in French) collection of 56 covers plus 12 off-cover stamps (few
multiples), wide range of cancels, cachets and ms markings including "Corr. D. ArmeesHaiphong", boxed "Corr. des Armees", excellent strike of red "3e Territoire Militaire de
Tonkin/ Le Commandant" with "Corps Expeditre/ Tonkin" hs, somewhat ratty cover with
scarce "Poste de Tan Hai/ Le Commandant/D'Armes Chine" hs, etc, Fine and outstanding lot
for the French and/or military postal history aficionado. Est. $7,500-10,000

$4,500
+ 10%

330. French Indochina Maritime Post Advanced Collection, a comprehensive and wellarranged collection of 55 covers plus 24 single or on piece stamps representing the full range
of ship mail between Indochina and France, includes many better items such as "Vapeur",
"Ligne T:, better and rare cancels, even a letter from the Governor (countersigned) renewing a
marine contract, the collection is enhanced by numerous cancel tracings, explanatory write-ups
(in French) and picture postcards of some of the ships, a Fine and outstanding collection for
the postal historian. Est. $5,000-7,500
∞

$2,900
+ 10%

Classified Advertisements
This section is provided for members to post notices to buy, sell or exchange philatelic material.
Advertisements of 30 words or less may be sent to the editor for consideration for publication. Current
members are allowed two free classified advertisements per calendar year.
Post Liberation provincial revenues on documents. 12 different from 12 different locations: Vung Tau, Can
Tho, Soc Trang, Ca Mau, Ben Tre, etc. Great condition. Some folded in half not affecting stamp from
filing in tax office files. $15.50 includes priority mail shipment. Joe Cartafalsa, PO Box 598,
Chesterfield, South Carolina 29709 Check or money order preferred (or 250,000 dong current Vietnamese
banknotes). ∞
KBC Items Found in Viet Nam
Howard A. Daniel III
While in Vietnam helping a friend locate her relatives in July 2001, I took the opportunity to seek out
numismatic, philatelic and reference material. One of my first philatelic contacts was Joe Cartafalsa at the
place where the stamp collectors and dealers gather to buy, sell and trade. While talking with Joe, a dealer
offered me two French Indochina postal money order counterfoils which I purchased. (For information on
these financial instruments, see my article in ICP 148.) The next evening I had dinner at the home of Quoc
Nguyen, another SICP member. It was good to see two old friends from the U.S. in Viet Nam. Of course,
I also saw many Vietnamese friends.
My primary Vietnamese dealer in Ho Chi Minh City is Dung at Van Dung Store, 15 Le Loi, in
district 1. Besides numismatic material, he also has some philatelic stock. When I was there, he brought
out a large box of covers and post cards for me to look through. There has been much interest in KBC and
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KBC Items Found in Viet Nam
related items, so I look for them for one of my collector friends in the United States. At Dung’s shop, I
found one postcard and two KBC covers.
Figure 1 shows a postcard with a U.S. airmail 10 cent stamp. It is postmarked from Wake Island and
dated "3-1-1959." The postcard is addressed to "First Lieutenant Thai-van-Tu, APO 4423, South Viet
Nam.” A "CDQS" notation was added below the address. The message is written in Vietnamese.
Personally, I have never seen an U.S. postcard mailed back to a KBC. Is this something new to you that
are specialists in this area?
The second piece, Figure 2, is an air letter sheet. In 1964, it was mailed from KBC 4057 to a lady living
in Saigon. Below the address is a "No INEXISTANT" handstamp. Another two-line handstamp was
applied above the address. Does this mean the lady did not receive the letter and it was returned to the
sender?
Figure 3 reveals a very dirty cover from KBC 4073 to a lady in Go Vap, Gia Dinh province, which was
a suburb of Saigon. It is dated in 1974 and carries 10 dong worth of postage, which is eight and one-half
dong more than the previous cover mailed ten years earlier. This is apparently a very high rate of inflation.
To me, the cover seems to be nothing special, but maybe it has some significance to a specialist in this area.
If you want to contact me about the above, you can write to me at P.O. Box 989, Deltaville, Virginia
23043-0989 or email me at Howard@SEAsianTreasury.com. My fax number is (413) 826-3087, and it
converts to an email for me. Email and fax are the easiest and fastest ways for me to reply to you. . If you
contact me about the above pieces, please make a copy and send it to Ron Bentley, the editor of the journal,
so other members can also read your comments. If you want to leave me a voice mail, please call (804)
776-9161 where there is an answering machine to take your call. ∞

Figure 1. Postcard from Wake Island to APO address.
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KBC Items Found in Viet Nam

Figure 2. Letter mailed from KBC 4057.

Figure 3. Cover mailed in 1974 from KBC 4073.
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The Wedding Ceremony in Vietnam
Le Anh Thu (Mrs. Thu Cartafalsa)
One day in August of this year, in Saigon, my husband and I
were looking for South Vietnamese first day covers that were not
in the catalog compiled by fellow member Richard Aspnes. We
found the cover shown as Figure 1, and bought it even though
Richard had already listed the cachet. The stamp is a single 3
dong stamp that shows a Vietnamese wedding procession. The
Scott Catalogue calls this number315, issued 18 September
1967. My husband, Joe, said that I should write a story about
this stamp as most members of the SICP do not know much, if
anything, about the traditional Buddhist wedding. I protested
that I should not write articles, as I am really only a beginner
philatelist. Joe told me “No problem, just write about what you
know.” So, here is the story.
The wedding takes place at the bride’s home and the
groom’s home (or a hotel in the case where one spouse is from
out-of-town). There are two parts, first the “Ruoc Dau” and
then the Wedding Reception. The Ruoc Dau is the part where
traditional clothing is worn.
Early in the morning, the groom with his relatives and
friends come to the home of the bride. Six male friends of the
groom each carry a red box (“Mam Qua”) containing fruits,
cakes, Trau Cau (green leaves), wine, tea and jewelry (such as
rings, necklaces, bracelets and earrings). They wait in a line
outside the bride’s house as the groom’s representative enters
the bride’s house and asks permission for the groom’s party to
enter. The six men then present the Mam Qua to six girls
Figure 2. Mr. and Mrs. Cartafalsa
(friends or relatives of the bride). The groom’s representative
in traditional wedding clothes.
then announces that “today is a good day to get married” and
then he opens the red boxes. He next asks to see the bride, who then comes into the room. The groom
gives the wedding flower to the bride and exchange wedding rings. The bride’s mother wears the jewelry
that day. The bride and groom then take several of the green leaves and green fruit and place them on the
family altar to let the ancestors know about the marriage.
Everyone takes photographs for souvenirs, drinks soft drinks and eats small cakes. Next the group
goes to the groom’s house to burn incense on the groom’s family altar in order to tell the groom’s
ancestors about the marriage. The bride’s family then goes home leaving the bride in the groom’s house.
In my case, there was no groom’s house so we were taken to a room in the hotel where the reception would
later be held. The wedding reception is more or less similar to the Western reception.
Basically the wedding ceremony as told above has remained the same for centuries, the point of the
ceremony being to allow two people to become husband and wife in the presence of the two families and
their ancestors. Figure 2 shows the traditional wedding clothes for bride and groom. Figure 3 shows the
passing of the Mam Qua from the groom’s side to the bride’s side.
In the future, I will do a story about the other “ceremony” of the communist government, of special
interest to my fellow SICP members because there are revenue stamps involved. ∞
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The Wedding Ceremony in Vietnam

Figure1. A Vietnamese wedding procession.

Figure 3. Passing of the Mam Qua from the groom’s side to the bride’s side
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World War II Message Service for Military Families
Ron Bentley
At the outbreak of World War II, France had some 50,000 men under arms in Indochina.1 After Pearl
Harbor, mail from Indochina was limited to destinations within areas controlled by the Japanese. With the
Japanese occupation of Indochina, French troops in Indochina were totally isolated from their families in
France.

Figure 1. Military Family Message Service Lettercard opened.
1

The Struggle for Indochina, Ellen J. Hammer, Stanford University Press, Stanford, California, 1954, page 16.
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World War II Message Service for Military Families
In January 1943, the Vichy Government setup a Family Message Service using radio transmissions.
This system allowed soldiers to receive messages from home with personal information four times a year.
Figure 1 shows a lettercard for sending military family messages. At the upper left is printed:
“TROUPES DE L’INDOCHINE, COMMANDEMANT DES TRANSMISSIONS, Messages Familiaux
Militaires, Quartier Ferrié – Hanoi.” On the front, it was struck with an indistinct Hanoi R.P. postmark.
On the reverse, it has a “HUE 29 (?) 43 ANNAM” postmark.

Figure 2. Inside of lettercard with message.
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World War II Message Service for Military Families

Figure 3. Message form with information entered by hand.
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World War II Message Service for Military Families
The inside of the lettercard is shown as Figure 2. The message left Vichy on 25 October 1943 and was
recorded as having been received on 27 October 1943. The cause of the three-day delay is not obvious.
Perhaps it was due to a number of radio relays that took place in order to send a message from Western
Europe to Eastern Asia.
Figure 3 shows a different type of message. It consists of a typed form with a short handwritten
message addressed to the same person as the lettercard in Figure 1. At the upper left is the indication
“Service M.F.M” which stands for “Service Messages Familiaux Militaires.” The communication left
Vichy on 22 July 1943 and was recorded as received on 26 July 1943. Part of the message concerned a
death that had occurred two years beforehand on 23 July 1941! It does not seem that the year could have
been a transcribing error because the day of the death, 23 July, was one day after the message left Vichy.
Very little is known about this service. Likely only a small amount of correspondence from the
Military Family Message Service survives today. ∞
North Vietnamese Matchbox Labels
Toan C Nguyen
A Cinderella, depending on who defines it, is a stamp-like label with no postage validity, printed to
advertise a product, idea or event
North Vietnam (official name “Democratic Republic of Vietnam”) or “NVN” is a poor communist
country, therefore all individual activities are guided by the government. The North Vietnamese follow the
popular motto: “Leading by the Party, Managing by the Government and the People are the Owners”
(Dang lanh dao, Nha nuoc quan ly, Nhan dan lam chu). All activities in the North are managed and
supplied by one or many government companies (Cong Ty Quoc Doanh). These companies must produce
the goods to match the party’s productivity levels. The goods were distributed to the citizens through
monthly rationing per household.
Under the Communist regime, for the party policies to be successful, the people must strictly follow the
party guidelines. Therefore, all education and knowledge must be under the control of the Party. What the
people see, read and hear is a repetition of the various government policies and ideas. Some might consider
this a form of “brainwashing.” Because of this programming, the people strive to be good citizens, doing
what the government messages urge.
Cinderellas are one means used to promote the Party’s ideas to the citizens, with match box labels a
popular means of transmitting these ideals.
In North Vietnam, people use match sticks daily for starting cooking fires and lighting candles or
lanterns. Matchboxes were very popular and were usually supplied by the government owned factories.
Some of the names of these factories included: Cau Duong, VietNam, and Thong Nhat, Hung Long Under
any company name, they were still owned and operated by the government.
Each matchbox was a small wooden or cardboard box, about 35x60x10 millimeters. The box contained
25 to 30 matchsticks. The label on top of the box carried the government’s propaganda message. The
messages on these labels were changed on the different batches of matchbooks. Since these Cinderella
items reflected the government’s opinions, they are as official (and therefore as collectable) as the postage
stamps of North Vietnam.
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North Vietnamese Matchbox Labels
I have collected over one hundred North Vietnam matchbox labels dating from 1960 to 1975. I
consider these labels and stamps together due to their close similarity and their reflection of all periods of
North Vietnamese history. I divide these labels into the following categories based on the design and type
of message:

Figure 1. Labels carrying a Party propaganda message.
Dien Bien Phu victory
1954

National Liberation Front organization
1960

Communist Party
1930

2. Labels advertising government programs.
Use of Family post cards
1954

First census in the North
1961

Forest fire prevention

Figure 3. Labels carrying educational messages.
Summer disease protection

Prevent sickness by drinking boiled water

Labor safety protection
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North Vietnamese Matchbox Labels

Figure 4. Labels carrying the Comrade Friendship messages.
Russian space success
1960

Vietnam/China/Russia
friendship

International Labor
Forces following Marx, 1961

Figure 5. Labels carrying the “responsibility” message.
Obligation to produce more1

Protection of endangered birds

Respect and love for
disabled soldiers

Here in the United States, these labels offer a new type of collecting are. If you have other interesting
labels in your collection or have comments, please contact the author at <tcnumastic@hotmail.com>. ∞
ICP Index for the Twentieth Century
Along with this issue of ICP, members are receiving the Twentieth Century Subject Index 1971-1999.
This important document was compiled by Andrew Crenshaw drawing significantly from the prior works
of other members. It will be used by members and others to guide their research into the various avenues
of Indochina philately. We all owe Andrew a big "thank you" for his efforts on behalf of the membership.
∞
1

Verse on label reads " Honey, Mom must produce more goods
For your future and for the day of national unification."
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Election of Officers
If our society is to remain healthy, it is important that we periodically reinvigorate its leadership with
new officers. Enclosed with this issue of ICP is a ballot for the election of officers. Nominees are
identified on the ballot, but there are also spaces to write in the names of others that you think would do a
good job in supporting the society's activities.
To encourage a good turnout, the ballot is printed on the reverse of your dues notice. You can pay your
dues and vote all at the same time! The ballots will be recorded separately by me. While this ballot will not
be "secret," you can be assured that I will not reveal anyone's votes.
Please do your best to return your dues payment and your ballot by 31 December so that we can close
the books for the year with a clear picture about the club's finances and its leadership. ∞
Indo-China Trading Cards from South America
Mike Johnson
As some of our readers may already know, I'm always on the lookout at stamp shows, antique stores,
and flea markets for paper ephemera items related to Indo-China for my collection. Stamp Show 2001 in
Chicago this past August was no exception.
As I passed quickly down the many aisles of dealers at the show, looking for a likely place (hopefully,
more than one) to blow my very limited budget, the small booth of a postal history dealer caught my eye. I
asked the dealer's wife if she had any Indo-China covers. She replied that she really didn't know, but that
her husband would be returning soon and that he would surely know. Meanwhile, I began poking around
in the cover boxes, looking for a likely place that Indo-China covers might be found. As my wife always
says, I can smell stamps that I'm interested in, when I'm on the hunt. Eureka, there it was! In a section of
the box labeled 'Vietnam," were several Indo-China covers and cards (and hardly any Vietnam,) and one
plastic holder containing six trading cards.
These trading cards were resembled other trading cards printed around the beginning of the 20th
century – similar to Duke cigarette trading cards with used stamps attached, and other lithographed cards
with stamps as part of the printed image. However, these particular cards were unfamiliar to me. There
were no printed or real stamps attached, but they bore colorful illustrations of life in Indo-China. They
were beautiful cards, and I had never before seen any like them in over 50 years of collecting.
By now, the dealer had returned to his booth. After his wife told him of my query, the dealer came over
to see if he could help me. I showed him the six trading cards, and asked him what he could tell me about
them. The dealer said he had been asked to examine a large stamp collection, and after looking over most
of the material offered for sale, without finding much of interest, he found several dozen of these trading
cards, depicting life in different countries around the world. Thinking that the cards might be of interest to
stamp collectors, and also never having seen anything like them before, the dealer made an offer. As it
turns out, the seller received more for the cards than he had been asking for the stamp collection.
Needless to say, I purchased the cards pictured here. They were printed for the Liebig Company, a
manufacturer of beef bouillon, with factories located in Fray-Bentos, Uruguay and Colon, Argentina.
Apparently, the cards were distributed free -- probably attached to the containers of bouillon. The language
used on the cards is French, and on the back of each card is a one-paragraph description of the scene
shown on the front. The scenes include; an Annamite village in the mountains, ritual meal for an Annamite
family, a festival procession, the port of Saigon, an ancient statue of a goddess in the forest, and an ancient
pagoda on the river at Hue.
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Indo-China Trading Cards from South America
Although the scenes are colorful and interesting, it appears that artist(s) who had never set foot in IndoChina had created them. Nevertheless, the cards are bound for my album, and are sure to spice up (no pun
intended) my display exhibit on Indo-China. ∞

Six trading cards depicting scenes from Indo-China
(reduced to 79% of true size for presentation purposes).
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